; there appeared to be two peaks, both telomeric to neuregulin 1 (NRG1). There is a paracentric inversion common in EA individuals within this region, the effect of which on the linkage evidence remains unknown in this and in other previously analyzed samples. Fine mapping of 8p did not significantly alter the significance or length of the peak. We also performed fine mapping of 4p16.3-p15.2, 5p15.2-q13.3, 10p15.3-p14, 10q25.3-q26.3, and 11p13-q23.3 . The highest increase in Z lr scores was observed for 5p14.1-q12.1, where the maximum Z lr increased from 2.77 initially to 3.80 after fine mapping in the EA families.
al. 2000; Johns et al. 2004) , SZ, as defined by the DSM-IV criteria of the American Psychiatric Association (1994) , is widely viewed as a discrete illness. Heritability is ∼80%, on the basis of twin studies (Cardno et al. 1999) . There is a 10-fold increase in risk to first-degree relatives (Gottesman and Shields 1982) , as well as a familial coaggregation of SZ with other psychotic disorders and with "schizophrenia spectrum" personality disorders (Kendler et al. 1993b (Kendler et al. , 1993c (Kendler et al. , 1993d Stompe et al. 1998 ). SZ risk is also increased in adopted-away children who have a biological parent with SZ (Heston 1966; Kety et al. 1971; Rosenthal et al. 1971 ) and in the offspring of an unaffected MZ cotwin of a proband with SZ (Gottesman and Bertelsen 1989) . Complex inheritance is suggested by the high MZ:DZ risk ratio (∼4: 1) and by the rapid decrease in risk as biological relatedness to a proband decreases (O'Rourke et al. 1982) .
For complex disorders such as SZ, it has proven difficult to obtain replicable positive evidence of genetic linkage, but careful analysis of the SZ literature suggests that there is considerable support for a set of potential susceptibility loci. Three types of evidence are available: linkage statistics from published studies and from two recent meta-analyses of genomewide linkage scans (Badner and Gershon 2002; Lewis et al. 2003) , evidence from a chromosomal deletion syndrome on chromosome 22q (Lindsay et al. 1995) , and reported associations with positional susceptibility genes, some of which have gathered independent support (Owen et al. 2004 ) and convergent support from independent neuropharmacological findings (Cloninger 2002) . We anticipate that many SZ susceptibility genes remain unidentified and that some of these can be characterized using genetic linkage and association methods. Therefore, we have recruited a large sample of affected sibling pairs (ASPs) to search for susceptibility loci by whole-genome linkage screening, to prioritize regions for more-intensive study. The families were ascertained through probands with SZ who have a sibling with SZ or schizoaffective disorder (SA). The sample is part of the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Genetics Initiative for Schizophrenia, and the NIMH will make available the DNA specimens and blinded clinical data (see NIMH Center for Collaborative Genetics Studies of Mental Disorders Web site).
We report here the results of a genome scan of 409 pedigrees with SZ-263 of European ancestry (EA) and 146 of African American ancestry (AA), all collected by the Molecular Genetics of Schizophrenia (MGS1) Collaboration-with the use of a 9-cM map of STRPs. Using nonparametric multipoint linkage analysis, we detected two chromosomal regions with suggestive evidence of linkage (Lander and Kruglyak 1995) on chromosomes 8p23.3-p12 and 11p11.2-q22.3 in the full sample and, in exploratory analyses, two regions that reached similar thresholds on chromosomes 4p16.1-p15.32 and 5p14.3-q11.2 in the AA and EA samples, respectively. Chromosome 8p is one of the most consistently observed regions in SZ genome scans, as discussed below. There have been several reports of significant association between SZ and polymorphisms in neuregulin 1 (NRG1) in this region (Craddock et al. 2005 ), but it is not, in fact, clear to what extent this gene accounts for the linkage signals, and replication has not been uniform (Duan et al. 2005 ). Most such linkage signals have been observed closer to the p-telomere than to NRG1. In the present sample, there is evidence of linkage across a broad region, and the two peaks observed primarily in EA families are both telomeric to NRG1. Also within this region is a paracentric inversion that is common in Europeans (Broman et al. 2003) . A large block of linkage disequilibrium (LD) was observed in this region in our EA sample, presumably because of the absence of crossing-over when a parent is heterozygous for the inversion. The inversion also creates uncertainty about the location and order of certain markers. Previous SZ linkage reports on this region have not specifically addressed the effects of this inversion on the results. We discuss below our efforts to accommodate this inversion.
Material and Methods

Family Ascertainment
The study participants were enrolled at nine sites in the United States and one in Australia: University of Chicago, Chicago; University of California, Irvine; University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver; Baylor College of Medicine, Houston; University of Iowa, Iowa City; Washington University, St. Louis; Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York; University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (this site included a subcontract with the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center, New Orleans); and the University of Queensland, Brisbane. The focus of recruitment efforts was on EA and AA families. EA populations in the United States and Australia have similar ethnic characteristics (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994) . Families were identified from a variety of sources, including local treatment facilities, physician referrals, the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill and other advocacy groups, Web sites, media announcements, and advertisements. Participants gave informed consent to an interview, provided a blood specimen for DNA and cell lines, and granted permission to obtain their psychiatric records and (usually) to contact a family informant. Available parents were asked to provide a blood specimen. If one or both parents were not available, as many as two unaffected sibs were asked to provide blood specimens. Local institutional review board approval was obtained for each site.
Clinical Assessment
Subjects (aged у18 years) were interviewed by trained clinicians using the semistructured Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS) 2.0 (Nurnberger et al. 1994) , to elicit informa-tion required to determine diagnoses of psychotic, mood, and substance-use disorders in accordance with DSM-IV criteria (American Psychiatric Association 1994), the comorbidity of these disorders, medical history, and ratings of positive and negative symptoms of SZ. A family informant was also interviewed, when possible, about each patient's history and about the family psychiatric history, by use of the Family Interview for Genetic Studies (FIGS) (Gershon et al. 1988; Maxwell 1992) . Two experienced research clinicians independently reviewed the DIGS, FIGS, interviewer's narrative report, and all available psychiatric records and then assigned all relevant diagnoses (with a confidence level and age at onset identified for each one), a judgment about presence or absence of each DSM-IV criterion for SZ and SA, and the estimated lifetime duration of SZ and of mood syndromes. For all these items, the diagnosticians resolved any disagreements by discussion (or occasionally asked a third diagnostician to serve as a tiebreaker). Thus, a primary best-estimate final diagnosis (BEFD) (Leckman et al. 1982) was assigned on the basis of this consensus procedure. All individuals (interviewed or not) who did not receive an SZ or SA diagnosis were considered to have "diagnosis unknown" for the linkage analyses. One of the two diagnosticians also completed the Lifetime Dimensions of Psychosis Scale (LDPS), a 21-item scale for rating the lifetime duration and severity of positive, bizarre positive, negative, disorganized, and mood symptoms of psychotic disorders, on the basis of all available information for each patient (Levinson et al. 2002) . Analyses using LDPS ratings will be presented elsewhere.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be eligible, a family was required to be multiplex-minimally, to have a proband with a BEFD of SZ and one or more siblings with SZ or SA, with a confidence level of "likely" or "definite." Additional first-degree relatives with SZ and SA were recruited when possible. Both SZ-affected and SA-affected relatives have been included in this and most other SZ linkage studies, on the basis of evidence from multiple-family studies showing that both disorders cluster in families ascertained through a proband with SZ (Gershon et al. 1988; Kendler et al. 1993a; Maier et al. 1993; Taylor et al. 1993) . For an SA diagnosis, DSM-IV requires that criteria for SZ and for manic, mixed, and/or major depressive episodes be met simultaneously at some point, with persistence of psychotic symptoms without prominent mood symptoms for at least 2 wk, and with mood episodes persisting for "a substantial portion of the total duration" (Cloninger et al. 1998, p. 278) of illness, defined here as 30% for consistency with the first NIMH Genetics Initiative for Schizophrenia study. Subjects were excluded from receiving a final diagnosis of SZ or SA if psychosis was limited to periods of likely substance intoxication or withdrawal, if persistent psychotic symptoms were considered likely to be related to substance use (e.g., increasing paranoia after years of amphetamine use or symptoms limited to visual hallucinations and "flashbacks" after hallucinogen use), if psychosis might have been caused by another disorder (e.g., epilepsy predating SZ onset) as determined by consensus judgment, or if the individual had moderate or severe mental retardation.
Diagnostic Reliability and Supplemental Clinical Measures
The cross-site reliability of diagnoses was measured by comparing the original site's consensus BEFD with a new consensus BEFD produced blindly by a second site using blinded copies of all available case material for 32 cases from the first NIMH Genetics Initiative for Schizophrenia from Washington University ) and 36 cases from the present study (total ) . The 68 total cases included 40 with a N p 68 diagnosis of SZ from the original site, 10 with an SA diagnosis, and 18 with mood, personality, and/or substance-use diagnoses, most with at least some symptoms suggestive of an SZ spectrum disorder. Cohen's kappas (Cohen 1960) were 0.88 for SZ and 0.89 for SA, indicating no notable variation across sites.
STRP Genotyping
DNA was extracted from lymphoblastoid cell lines by the Rutgers University Cell and DNA Repository and was delivered in two "waves" to the Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR) for genotyping. CIDR's methods and details of the CIDR map are available online (see CIDR Web site). The marker set consisted of ∼400 STRPs, with mean spacing of 9 cM (the largest gap was 18 cM) and a mean marker heterozygosity of 0.76. Family relationships were checked prior to the scan with a forensic panel of 12 markers. Samples with failed or very low amplification and contaminated samples were identified, and sex checks and a review of Mendelian discrepancies were performed when required. Failed wave I specimens were replaced when possible, and the entire family was regenotyped (for 23 families) in wave II. Each gel included four CEPH controls, blind duplicates, and blank PCR products. Over 5% of wave I specimens were genotyped a second time in wave II. Analyses with RELCHECK (Boehnke and Cox 1997; to assess family relationships were performed with the full set of genotypes. Genotypes were removed in cases of Mendelian inconsistencies or unlikely genotypes ( ), as determined by MERLIN (multipoint en-P ! .01 gine for rapid likelihood inference) (Abecasis et al. 2002) . Quality control analyses for waves I and II, respectively, showed missing data rates of 3.96% and 3.48%, genotypewise error rates of 0.1% and 0.03% based on blind duplicates, and Mendelian inconsistency rates of 0.72% and 0.67%.
Analysis of Population Substructure
Accurate estimation of marker-allele frequencies is critical when DNA is unavailable for some parents and when population substructure exists (Curtis and Sham 1996) , and allele frequencies can be significantly different for EA and AA subjects (Goddard et al. 2000; Grigull et al. 2001) . It was decided that separate allele-frequency estimates for these two ethnic groups would be established for all analyses. Therefore, we used the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) to identify and exclude families that were outliers with respect to the two main ethnic clusters, because these families would otherwise have been analyzed with inappropriate frequency estimates. Self-reported ancestries were EA or AA, plus 10 families with Hispanic ancestry. STRUCTURE analyses were completed assuming , 3, or 4 clusters by use of all autosomal K p 2 STRP genotypes. Each run consisted of 10,000 burn-ins and 10,000 subsequent iterations. There were clear EA and AA clusters regardless of the value of K, with no additional clusters that reflected self-reported ethnicity. Eight of the 10 Hispanic families consistently clustered (posterior ) with either P 1 .85 the EA or AA group (or showed approximately equal EA or AA admixture). Thus, was assumed, and 10 runs of K p 2 with different starting seeds produced no changes in K p 2 family assignments to the clusters. Thirteen families with 1 or 2 ungenotyped parents were removed from linkage analyses because they did not attain the selected threshold of a posterior probability of group membership of at least 0.85. Two families with self-reported Asian ancestry (without genotyped parents) were also removed.
Confirmation of Biological Relationships
All participant-reported genetic relationships were verified via RELCHECK (Boehnke and Cox 1997; for autosomal and X-linked STRPs from the forensic tests, and Mendelian consistency was verified via PEDCHECK (O'Connell and Weeks 1998) for autosomal and X-linked STRPs from the genome scan, respectively. On the basis of these checks, 26 families were excluded because they no longer contained an ASP (full or half) or because the "siblings" proved to be not related, and 6 families were excluded because the siblings had identical genotypes (because of either an unreported MZ twin relationship or an error during phlebotomy, blood submission, or processing). For the retained families, two nuclear pedigrees contained self-reported full-sibling ASPs that were proven to be half-sibling ASPs in the EA sample; 18 nuclear pedigrees contained self-reported full-sibling ASPs that were proven to be half-sibling ASPs in the AA sample. Finally, one large pedigree was split into subfamilies so that they could be analyzed by GENEHUNTER-PLUS (GHϩ) (Kong and Cox 1997) , resulting in the creation of a "new" family; the subfamilies were treated as if they were unrelated to one another.
STRP Maps and Allele Renumbering
The STRP genotyping was performed in two waves. Briefly, in addition to three Y-linked markers and one pseudoautosomal marker not used in linkage analysis, 393 autosomal and X-linked STRPs were typed in wave I, and 400 in wave II. Genotypes for the 387 markers common to both waves were hand-checked for consistency of allele designations, and alleles were renumbered when necessary, including 114 for which renumbering was complex (see tables A1 and A2 in appendix A for detailed examples). For the genome-scan analysis, we assumed map positions provided by CIDR, which are similar to Marshfield map positions . For the linkage fine-mapping analysis, all positions were drawn or interpolated from the deCODE map (Kong et al. 2002) , as discussed below. 
STRP Allele-Frequency Estimation
Maximum-likelihood allele-frequency estimates were obtainedfrom the USERM13 subroutine of MENDEL (Lange et al. 1988; Boehnke 1991) separately for the EA and AA families. By likelihood-ratio testing, EA and AA allele frequencies differed at for 82.5% of the markers, at Ϫ16 Ϫ16 P ! 10 10 р for 17% of the markers, and at for only 0.5% P р .01 P 1 .01 (three) of the markers. Accordingly, for the linkage analysis of the combined EA and AA sample, we used separate allelefrequency estimates. For instance, if there were N alleles in the EA sample, we renumbered the AA alleles, starting with N ϩ . The sum of the EA and AA allele frequencies totaled 200% 1 (table A2) .
Linkage Analyses of STRPs and Determination of Empirical Significance Thresholds
Linkage analyses were performed using GHϩ (Kong and Cox 1997) under the exponential-model option and the S ALL scoring function, to compute Z likelihood-ratio (Z lr ) scores for each map position. Z lr follows a normal distribution asymptotically under the null hypothesis of no linkage. All results are presented on the Z lr scale. The correspondence between Z lr and the log 10 likelihood ratio of linkage is .
Information content (IC) was computed by GHϩ. The algorithm computes entropy for the probability distribution for the inheritance vectors of all pedigrees with or without genotypic data. IC is then computed by subtracting the ratio of these terms from 1. Map locations were drawn from the CIDR map or were interpolated into that map.
The linkage analysis of all families combined was considered to be the primary analysis. Exploratory analyses of the EA and AA families separately were also performed. To determine empirical significance thresholds for Z lr scores, 5,000 replicates of the actual sample, map, and allele frequencies (including patterns of missing data) were generated using SIMULATE (Terwilliger et al. 1993) under the assumption of an absence of linkage. Each replicate was analyzed separately for all families (the planned primary analysis) and then for the AA and EA families separately. For the primary analysis, the Z lr threshold was 3.60 for "significant" linkage (expected in р5% of genome scans) and 2.65 for "suggestive" linkage (expected р1 times per genome scan) (Holmans et al. 2004) . In comparison, the thresholds for EA and AA samples (without correction for multiple testing) were similar: 3.62 and 3.63, respectively, for significant linkage and 2.71 and 2.69, respectively, for suggestive linkage.
Also, as discussed below, a common paracentric inversion has been reported (Broman et al. 2003) in the region of chromosome 8p that produced the greatest evidence of linkage in the present study. One STRP in the CIDR map (D8S1469) is located in the middle of the typical inversion segment, and another STRP in the CIDR map (D8S1130) is close to the boundary of the typical inversion segment. The exact positions of these two STRPs, and the probability of recombination around them, would differ in individuals with and individuals without the inversion. The primary genome scan analysis results reported below excluded D8S1469, the less informative of the two inversion STRPs.
SNP Genotyping and Data Cleaning
For linkage fine mapping, genotyping of SNP markers was performed at Evanston Northwestern Healthcare's Center for Psychiatric Genetics (Evanston, IL) by use of SNPlex (Applied Biosystems [ABI]). Using SNPbrowser software, version 1.0 (ABI), 585 SNPs (13 SNPlex pools) were selected to form a 0.5-0.6-cM map across 304 cM (255 Mb [Matise et al. 2003 1) . Validated SNPs were selected if their minor-allele frequency (MAF) was reported to be 125% in databases for both EA and AA samples, and they were tested using bioinformatics for suitability for the SNPlex assay. Forty nanograms of fragmented DNA was dried down on each well of a 384-well plate. After phosphorylation of oligonucleotide ligation assay probes and universal linkers, allele-specific ligation and enzymatic clean-up were performed. PCR was performed with universal primers, and biotinylated amplicons were captured on streptavidin-coated plates. Single-stranded PCR products were hybridized with a set of fluorescently labeled, universal ZipChute probes that have a unique sequence corresponding to each SNP. ZipChute probes were eluted and separated on a 3730 DNA Analyzer (ABI), and genotypes were called by GeneMapper 3.5 (ABI), blind to diagnosis. Mendelian errors and unlikely genotypes were evaluated using MERLIN (Abecasis et al. 2002) , as described above. We first excluded 19 SNPs because of failed assays and 23 SNPs because of low call rates (!90%). Then, we excluded 11 SNPs because of excessive Mendelian errors (11%). The remaining 532 SNPs had 0.017% Mendelian errors per SNP (range 0.00%-0.66%) and 0.044% unlikely recombinants (range 0.00%-0.58%) for all fine-mapping regions (table 1) . Two families were excluded-one because of excessive Mendelian errors (due to a specimen swap) and one without genotyped parents, because of excessive unlikely recombinants. The final call rate for all 532 cleaned SNPs was 98.6% (range 92.1%-100.0%), with a total of 729,158 cleaned genotypes remaining for further analysis. The average interval between neighboring SNPs was 0.59 Mb for chromosome 4, 0.53 Mb for chromosome 5, 0.64 Mb for chromosome 8, 0.69 Mb for chromosome 10p, 0.55 Mb for chromosome 10q, and 0.51 Mb for chromosome 11. There were several sizable centromeric gaps where the genome sequence information was incomplete (a 3.9-Mb gap for chromosome 5, a 3.8-Mb gap for chromosome 8, and a 4.1-Mb gap for chromosome 11). The average MAF was 0.35 (range 0.04-0.50) for AA subjects and 0.36 (range 0.00-0.50) for EA subjects. We also evaluated the repeatability with 121 SNPs from the chromosome 8 fine mapping, in which we observed repeatability of 99.9% when 268 DNA samples were blindly regenotyped. Of 31,931 genotypes that were nonzero in both experiments, 31 were discrepant, with 3 changes involving both alleles in a homozygous subject and 28 others involving a change of only one of the two alleles in a heterozygous individual.
Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were analyzed separately in EA and AA samples in a set of as many unrelated individuals as possible. Six SNPs were removed because of significant deviations at in the EA sample, and P ! .01 6 SNPs were likewise removed in the AA sample, including 2 SNPs with highly significant deviations in the AA sample ( for rs1355305; for rs896044) (table 1). P p .00006 P p .0002
Selection of a Map for Linkage Fine Mapping
We therefore undertook to select a subset of markers for fine-mapping analyses that had the highest heterozygosity (and hence the highest IC). Pairwise marker LD between the cleaned fine-mapping SNPs was analyzed with a set of unrelated individuals, separately for EA and AA samples, by use of ASSO-CIATE (Ott 1985) , which computes maximum-likelihood estimates of the LD parameter by the expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) . For example, of 121 SNPs in the chromosome 8 fine-mapping region, significant ( ) P ! .05 pairwise LD was observed between 40 and 20 adjacent marker pairs in the EA and AA samples, respectively, which is consistent with other reports of greater LD in EA than in AA samples (Hinds et al. 2005) .
A contiguous block of highly significant LD was observed in the EA sample across 3.31 Mb (∼6 cM), with six adjacent SNPs extending from rs2980438 (at 8.132 Mb) to rs7824640 (at 11.442 Mb) on chromosome 8. It appears likely that this LD block is due to the large polymorphic inversion that is observed with a frequency 120% in the European (Giglio et al. 2001; Broman et al. 2003) and Japanese (Sugawara et al. 2003) populations. The inversion typically spans 4.7 Mb between two low-copy-repeat regions, each of which contains several olfactory receptor genes (Giglio et al. 2001) . Direct demonstration of the inversion by use of FISH is beyond the scope of the present study, but we inferred that inversions could be present in some unknown but substantial proportion of our
Figure 1
Results of the STRP genome scan for SZ. Z lr scores for the entire sample are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (cM on CIDR map) by chromosome (p-ter to q-ter) is plotted on the X-axis.
EA subjects on the basis of the large LD block and the fact that recombination cannot occur between chromosomes that are heterozygous for an inversion, leading to LD if the inversion is common. We detected no significant LD in this region in AA subjects, which suggests that this inversion is infrequent in sub-Saharan Africa, similar to the 17q21.31 paracentric inversion reported recently (Stefansson et al. 2005) .
In families with missing parental genotypes, linkage scores can be inflated if substantial LD is present between marker pairs (Huang et al. 2004; Dunn et al., in press) . Recent work by one of us (Levinson and Holmans, in press) indicates, however, that there is no appreciable inflation of linkage scores if dense SNP maps are trimmed to eliminate marker pairs whose LD (as measured by r 2 ) is 10.05. Accordingly, we used this criterion to trim our SNP maps separately for the EA and AA families by removing one of each adjacent pair of SNPs that showed this level of LD. Removal of a SNP will create a new adjacent pair, and these new pairs were also evaluated for LD, until all adjacent pairs had r 2 estimates !0.05. For chromosome 8, a total of 17 SNPs were trimmed from both EA and AA families. In the EA families, 12 SNPs were removed because r 2 was 10.05, and 5 were removed because they are located in the inversion (where there was strong LD). In the AA families, three SNPs were removed because they deviated from HWE (at ), nine were removed because r 2 was 10.05, P ! .01 and five were removed because they are located in the inversion. We retained a single SNP (hCV1965865) from the inversion region. However, we deleted this SNP in analyses that included both SNPs and STRPs, since an STRP in the inversion (D8S1130) is more polymorphic. Similarly, we had already deleted the less-informative inversion STRP (D8S1469) for the combined SNP and STRP analysis, leaving a total of 104 SNPs and 9 STRPs for the final chromosome 8p fine map. Finemapping linkage results are reported for the EA and AA families separately and combined.
For other fine-mapping regions, we followed similar rules to exclude SNPs that may be in LD with adjacent SNPs (table  1) . The final numbers of SNPs used in fine-mapping analyses for the EA and AA samples, respectively, were 64 and 68 for chromosome 4, 88 and 105 for chromosome 5, 104 and 104 for chromosome 8, 23 and 25 for chromosome 10p, 54 and 59 for chromosome 10q, and 116 and 118 for chromosome 11, for a total of 449 and 479 cleaned fine-mapping SNPs without significant intermarker LD that proceeded to linkage analyses (table 1) .
Correct specifications of marker-marker genetic distances are also critical for accurate multipoint linkage analysis. Geneticmapping information was not available for most of our finemapping SNPs, and our sample did not include the kinds of complete and multigenerational pedigrees that ideally should be used to estimate genetic distances. The deCODE map includes genetic locations for a larger number of markers, on the basis of more meioses, than does the CIDR map. Therefore, we created a genetic and a physical map of the STRPs in the region, using the UniSTS database (see UniSTS Web site), deCODE map information for genetic locations, and the NCBI sequence map for physical positions. Genetic locations were assigned to SNPs by use of linear interpolation of physical positions in relation to the genetic locations of flanking STRPs.
Sharing of Biomaterials and Clinical Data
Biological materials, genotypes, and blinded clinical data will be made available to the scientific community by the NIMH 
Results
We report here results of the clinical characteristics of the sample, a genomewide linkage scan of SZ, and the fine mapping of 4p16. 3-p15.2, 5p15.2-q13.3, 8p23.3-q12.1, 10p15.3-p14, 10q25.3-q26.3, and 11p13-q23.3 .
Families and Individuals Included in Linkage Analyses
A total of 459 families met eligibility criteria and were included in the two waves of CIDR genotyping, although 4 of these families were removed because one of the siblings was no longer considered to be affected after further diagnostic review in preparation for dimensional analyses. After removal of families as described above, 409 families (408 independent families) were included in the linkage analysis: 263 (64.3%) EA and 146 (35.7%) AA.
The 409 families resulted from the splitting of 1 family that was too large to be analyzed by GHϩ. A full description of the DNA specimens available from this data set, including those excluded from the present analysis, will be made available on the NIMH Human Genetics Initiative for Schizophrenia Web site. Table 2 describes the number of statistically independent affected full-sib pairs (AFSPs) and the number of all possible affected half-sib pairs (AHAPs) used in the linkage analysis. Statistically independent AFSPs were counted as for S Ϫ 1 S affected full sibs in a sibship with only full sibs; all possible AHAPs were counted as for S af-S(S Ϫ 1)/2 fected half sibs in a sibship with only half sibs. Because there is no optimal method for counting independent AHAPs when there are full and half sibs in the same family, all possible half-sib pairs have been counted in these cases (see fig. A1 in appendix A for an illustration and explanation). Linkage analyses included 403 independent AFSPs (279 EA and 124 AA), 100 AHAPs (15 EA and 85 AA), and 26 other genotyped affected relatives (parents, aunts, uncles, and offspring). Genotypes were available for 33% of all parents (45% EA and 17% AA), and 156 unaffected full or half sibs were genotyped (96 EA and 60 AA). Linkage analyses included genotypes from 1,380 subjects.
Figure 2
Results of the STRP genome scan for SZ on chromosome 8 and the subsequent SNP fine mapping. Positive Z lr scores for the STRP scan for the entire sample (yellow line), EA subsample (blue line), and AA subsample (red line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (CIDR cM converted to deCODE cM from p-ter, to allow plotting of the fine-mapping data) on chromosome 8 is plotted on the Xaxis (0-80 cM). Similarly, positive Z lr scores for the scanning STRPs plus the fine-mapping SNPs for the entire sample (orange line), EA sample (green line), and AA sample (purple line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (deCODE cM from p-ter) on chromosome 8 is plotted on the X-axis (0-80 cM). The PPP3CC gene is located at 39 deCODE cM, and the NRG1 (GGF2 isoform) gene spans 53-54 deCODE cM. The common inversion on chromosome 8p spans ∼18-22 deCODE cM and is marked.
Descriptions of the 1,380 individuals who were genotyped are given in tables 3 and 4. Of the 409 families, 263 were EA, and 146 (from 145 independent families) were AA. The mean age at enrollment was 39.1 and 41.4 years for the EA and AA probands, respectively, with onset at ∼20 years of age for all groups of male and female probands, both EA and AA. As noted in table 3, 35% of fathers and 56% of mothers of the EA probands and 7% of fathers and 33% of mothers of the AA probands were genotyped. Overall, 4.9% of fathers and 6.6% of mothers received a diagnosis of SZ, and 1% of mothers received a diagnosis of SA. The "other" group consisted of 61 half sibs plus other non-first-degree relatives. In table 4, we display the characteristics of probands and siblings with SZ. The percentage of SZ-affected subjects with a mood disorder did not differ by ethnicity or between probands and relatives, but females had a higher percentage than males did (64.5% vs. 46.2%; ; ). All SA-affected sub-2 x p 24.8 P ! .0001 1 jects had mood episodes (manic, mixed, and/or major depressive), by definition. We used a general linear model to examine differences in age at enrollment, age at onset, duration of psychosis, and duration of mood episodes in the subjects with SZ and those with SA. The independent variables were ethnicity, sex, and familial relationship (probands vs. siblings). Both sex and ethnicity were significant predictors of duration of nonaffective psychosis ( ), with females and AA subjects having P ! .01 longer durations. No other variables were significant at the level. There was a trend toward females hav-P ! .01 ing a longer duration of mood episodes ( ). Next, P p .03 we compared the siblings with SZ and those with SA. The subjects with SA had a longer duration of mood episodes ( ). The only other significant variable P ! .0001 was ethnicity as a predictor of the duration of nonaffective psychosis ( ). P p .02
Genome Scan
For the STRP genome scan, the CIDR map was used, although, for purposes of display alongside the fine-mapping SNPs, we converted to the deCODE map. Figure 1 displays the multipoint Z lr graph across the genome for all families, and table 5 lists the STRPs that attained a multipoint Z lr with nominal significance at (results P ! .01 for all STRPs are found in table 6). We detected two
Figure 3
Results of the STRP genome scan for SZ on chromosome 11 and the subsequent SNP fine mapping. Positive Z lr scores for the STRP scan for the entire sample (yellow line), EA subsample (blue line), and AA subsample (red line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (CIDR cM converted to deCODE cM from p-ter, to allow plotting of the fine-mapping data) on chromosome 11 is plotted on the Xaxis (30-120 cM). Similarly, positive Z lr scores for the scanning STRPs plus the fine-mapping SNPs for the entire sample (orange line), EA subsample (green line), and AA subsample (purple line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (deCODE cM from p-ter) on chromosome 11 is plotted on the X-axis (30-120 cM).
chromosomal regions with suggestive evidence (Z у lr ) of linkage in the primary analyses of all families: 2.65 8p23.3-p12 and 11p11.2-q22.3. The mean IC for the STRP scan was 0.60 for the EA sample and 0.55 for the AA sample.
On chromosome 8p23.3-p12 ( fig. 2) , Z lr scores 12.0 were observed across 31 cM, from 30.7 to 61.7 cM on the CIDR map (∼26.6-58.5 cM on the deCODE map used for fine-mapping analyses; see below). The maximum multipoint evidence of linkage was a Z lr score of 3.25 (equivalent Kong-Cox LOD of 2.30) near D8S1771 (at 52 cM). Although the meaning of a 1-LOD interval is not clear for complex disorders, we note that here the 1-LOD interval (on the CIDR map) extended from 37.0 cM (18.36 Mb, at D8S1145) to 60.3 cM (32.12 Mb, at D8S1477). The linkage signal in this region was observed primarily in EA families, in which two peaks of similar magnitude were observed, at 11.5 cM (Z p lr ) and at 39.6 cM ( ), with a 1-LOD in-3.52 Z p 3.19 lr terval extending from 2.15 cM (∼3.03 Mb, centromeric to D8S264) to 58.3 cM (∼30.11 Mb, telomeric to D8S1477). In AA families, negative Z lr scores were observed from 8pter to 37.0 cM, with a maximum Z lr of 1.55 at 54.2 cM. Suggestive linkage was also observed in the entire sample at 11p11.2-q22.3 ( fig. 3) , with a Z lr of 2.74 at D11S2371 (76.1 cM; equivalent LOD of 1.63), with a 1-LOD interval from 61.9 cM (∼60.55 Mb, centromeric to D11S1344) to 94.6 cM (∼94.39 Mb, centromeric to D11S2000). Again, greater evidence of linkage was observed in EA families ( at D11S2371, 76.1 cM) Z p 2.66 lr than in AA families ( at D11S1391, 104.6 Z p 1.61 lr cM).
In the exploratory analysis, uncorrected suggestive evidence of linkage was observed in AA families on chromosome 4p16.1-p15.32 ( fig. 4 ) and in EA families on chromosome 5p14.3-q11.2 ( fig. 5 ). For chromosome 4, the maximum Z lr of 2.72 was at 15.5 cM (6.92 Mb, centromeric to D4S2366), with a 1-LOD interval from 4pter to 35.5 cM (∼22.65 Mb, centromeric to D4S2639) in AA families. Z lr did not exceed 1.0 in the EA families on chromosome 4. For chromosome 5, the maximum Z lr of 2.77 was at 43.2 cM (∼31.61 Mb, telomeric to D5S1470), with a 1-LOD interval from 33.6 cM (∼17.50 Mb, telomeric to D5S2845) to 74.3 cM (∼66.62 Mb, telomeric to D5S2500) in EA families. Z lr did not exceed 1.0 in the AA families in this region of chromosome 5.
Linkage Fine-Mapping Analysis
For the fine-mapping analysis, the deCODE map was used. We performed fine mapping for the four suggestive
Figure 4
Results of the STRP genome scan for SZ on chromosome 4 and the subsequent SNP fine mapping. Positive Z lr scores for the STRP scan for the entire sample (yellow line), EA subsample (blue line), and AA subsample (red line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (CIDR cM converted to deCODE cM from p-ter, to allow plotting of the fine-mapping data) on chromosome 4 is plotted on the Xaxis (0-60 cM). Similarly, positive Z lr scores for the scanning STRPs plus the fine-mapping SNPs for the entire sample (orange line), EA subsample (green line), and AA subsample (purple line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (deCODE cM from p-ter) on chromosome 4 is plotted on the X-axis (0-60 cM).
regions (4p16.3-p15.2, 5p15.2-q13.3, 8p23.3-q12.1, and 11p13-q23.3) and two other regions that had multiple markers with a Z lr 12.0 (10p15.3-p14 and 10q25.3-q26.3) (table 1). The average IC across the fine-mapping region for EA and AA families was 0.64 and 0.59, respectively, for the STRP map and was 0.85 and 0.79, respectively, for the map of 104 SNPs and 9 STRPs on chromosome 8p. The average IC for other fine-mapping regions for EA and AA families, respectively, was 0.83 and 0.77 for chromosome 4, 0.85 and 0.78 for chromosome 5, 0.80 and 0.77 for chromosome 10p, 0.83 and 0.78 for chromosome 10q, and 0.85 and 0.78 for chromosome 11 (table 1) . Figure 2 shows Z lr scores for the full sample and for EA and AA families separately, with a combination of STRPs and SNPs on chromosome 8p. In the full sample, the maximum Z lr score of 3.32 was observed at 44.4 cM (deCODE), just telomeric to D8S1771, where a similar peak (Z lr p 3.24) was observed in the scan analysis. In EA families, two peaks were again observed, although at slightly different locations than in the scan analysis: a telomeric peak (Z lr p 3.33) at 16.4 cM (deCODE), near the boundary of the inversion region (D8S1130), and a more centromeric peak ( ) at 35.7 cM Z p 3.10 lr (deCODE), telomeric to D8S560. In AA families, a maximum Z lr score of 1.68 was observed at 43.1 cM (de-CODE), contributing to the peak result for the full sample. Results were essentially identical for analyses with the SNPs alone.
Therefore, fine mapping did not significantly increase or decrease the overall significance or length of the linkage peak in chromosome 8, despite an increase in IC. We note that the effect of the inversion on the analysis remains unclear. The genome-scan map contains two STRPs in the inversion region, as discussed above. We removed D8S1469 from the linkage analysis of STRPs alone (and also in the fine mapping) so that only one STRP (D8S1130) remained in this region. In EA families, the peak Z lr in this analysis remains very close to the inversion region. Until a more comprehensive analysis of the presence and sequence of inversions in this region can be performed, their effect on linkage results cannot be clearly understood. We consider the results of our analysis of 9 STRPs and 104 SNPs, with only 1 STRP within the inversion region, to be the most conservative estimation possible from the present data, and we conclude that genomewide suggestive linkage has been observed in the full sample, with two somewhat distinct peaks observed in the EA families.
However, we observed a more noticeable increase in significance for fine mapping of 5p15.2-q13.3 ( fig. 5) . In EA families, the 1-LOD interval was narrowed from 
Figure 5
Results of the STRP genome scan for SZ on chromosome 5 and the subsequent SNP fine mapping. Positive Z lr scores for the STRP scan for the entire sample (yellow line), EA subsample (blue line), and AA subsample (red line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (CIDR cM converted to deCODE cM from p-ter, to allow plotting of the fine-mapping data) on chromosome 5 is plotted on the Xaxis (10-100 cM). Similarly, positive Z lr scores for the scanning STRPs plus the fine-mapping SNPs for the entire sample (orange line), EA subsample (green line), and AA subsample (purple line) are plotted on the Y-axis, and genomic position (deCODE cM from p-ter) on chromosome 5 is plotted on the X-axis (10-100 cM).
40.7 cM to 31.8 cM (table 1) . It became clear that the centromere separated the linkage region into two peaks, and the maximum Z lr score of the more significant peak increased from 2.77, telomeric to D5S1470 (43.2 cM and ∼31.6 Mb) (5p peak), to 3.80 at rs1027164 (73.8 cM and 57.3 Mb) (5q peak) ( fig. 5) . Z lr did not exceed 1 before or after fine mapping in the AA families (data not shown).
With regard to the fine mapping of chromosome 4p16.3-p15.2 that showed suggestive linkage in AA families and of chromosome 11p13-q23.3 that showed suggestive linkage in both the EA and the combined samples, the significance remained almost the same as before fine mapping (table 1 and figs. 3 and 4) . However, we were able to narrow the 1-LOD interval for chromosome 11 from 32.7 cM to 19.5 cM in the full sample. For chromosome 10 regions, fine mapping did not improve any significance of linkage beyond a Z lr score of 3 (table  1) .
Discussion
Genetic factors appear to predominate in the etiology of SZ, given a heritability estimated at 0.8. Most studies of the molecular genetics of SZ have investigated possible associations with functional polymorphisms in loci relevant to monoamine neurotransmission, which have been considered candidate genes on the basis of simple pharmacological models of SZ. Linkage studies have the advantage of not depending on any knowledge of the pathophysiology of the disorder. The most recent metaanalysis of SZ genome scans, including 20 analyses from 16 individual projects, showed significant evidence, across these studies, of linkage in a number of chromosomal regions (Lewis et al. 2003) . In several of these regions, plausible candidate genes have been identified for which substantial evidence of association with SZ has been reported more than once (Craddock et al. 2005) .
We have reported here one of the largest genome scans of SZ to date. The primary linkage analyses included predominantly EA or AA families. To take into account the possibility that these groups might differ in the effects of different SZ susceptibility loci, separate exploratory analyses of EA and AA families were also performed. Genomewide suggestive evidence of linkage was observed in the primary analysis on chromosomes 8p23.3-p12 and 11p11.2-q22.3, and, in the exploratory analyses, this threshold was also exceeded (without correction for multiple tests) on chromosome 4p16.1-p15.32 in AA families and on chromosome 5p14.3-q11.2 in EA families.
There are some limitations to our conclusions. For example, it is not known how to best define the phenotype for genetic studies of SZ. There is considerable support for the approach of combining the DSM-IV categories of SZ and SA, on the basis of their high relative risk in families of probands with SZ compared with the general population, their similar clinical characteristics in our (and other) samples, and the high reliability with which these diagnoses have been assigned. However, more-optimal phenotypes or endophenotypes might be identified in the future. Furthermore, despite the fact that this is a very large single sample of pedigrees with SZ, it lacks sufficient power to reliably detect loci with small effects.
The strongest evidence of linkage was at chromosome 8p23.3-p12. However, the presence of a common paracentric inversion in our strongest linkage region has complicated our analyses and the interpretation of results. It is possible, for example, that SZ is associated either with the presence of certain specific inversions or with one or more genes within the inversion segment. Also, failure to account for the presence of the inversion might have influenced the results of previous linkage analyses in this region (e.g., the location of the peak signals) in ways that are not yet clear. We evaluated the sensitivity of our linkage analyses to the genetic map assumptions, and linkage results remained basically unchanged whatever the assumed order of the SNPs located within the inverted region. Our results appeared to be more sensitive to the map length. Unsurprisingly, Z lr scores varied with the assumed length, but these variations remained relatively moderate. For instance, a twofold decrease in map length led to a 6% reduction in Z lr score. Conversely, the assumption of a twofold longer map led to a 5% increase in Z lr score. In spite of these perhaps modest limitations related to the map effects of the inversion, evidence of a susceptibility locus for SZ in 8p has been detected in other family samples (table A3), and two positional candidate genes-NRG1 and protein phosphatase 3 (formerly 2B), catalytic subunit, gamma isoform (calcineurin A gamma) (PPP3CC)-have been proposed to account for the linkages Gerber et al. 2003) , although neither can be considered definitively established (for example, see the detailed analysis of the reported association between NRG1 and SZ [Duan et al. 2005] ). The linkage signal in the present sample was extremely broad: nine STRP markers across 60 cM produced linkage signals at nominal P ! .01 ( ) in the combined sample and in the EA fam-Z 1 2.326 lr ilies separately (table 5) . We continued to observe suggestive evidence of linkage in the fine-mapping analysis, and it is improbable that a denser SNP map would substantially increase the linkage signal. In the EA families, which are largely responsible for the positive signal in this region, there appear to be two peaks. Given this, plus the repeated observation of evidence of SZ linkage in this region and the diverse locations of the peak evidence of linkage across studies, there might be more than one SZ susceptibility gene in this region. The 8p23-p12 region contains 239 annotated genes (UCSC Genome Bioinformatics, May 2004 freeze); this includes 137 genes that are annotated as full length, with an initiating ATG and valid stop-codon, that can be translated from the genome without frameshifts, and that use consensus splice sites (Consensus Coding DNA Sequence [CCDS] database, March 2005 report; see CCDS Web site). In addition to NRG1 and PPP3CC in 8p, a substantial number of the genes in this region might be considered positional candidates because of their roles in brain function, and, given that the pathophysiology of SZ is largely unknown, there could be additional relevant genes. Therefore, large and systematic case-control and/or family-based LD mapping experiments should be undertaken in this region.
In summary, a genome scan of a large sample of pedigrees with SZ has produced suggestive evidence of linkage in two regions and evidence of two other suggestive regions in exploratory analyses of AA and EA families (see table 7 for results of fine mapping in our sample). Some of these regions have support from multiple other SZ linkage scans (see tables A3 and A4). The present study increases support for the hypothesis that one, or possibly more than one, SZ susceptibility gene is located on chromosome 8p. The SZ candidate regions observed in multiple samples should be studied systematically in large samples with the use of LD mapping methods. NOTE.-The presence of rare alleles in one wave but not the other means that the original allelic designations from CIDR cannot be used when the waves are combined. For instance, allele 10 in wave I has a frequency of 0.5%, whereas, in wave II, it has a frequency of 25.6%. In fact, the fragment of size 214 bp (relabled as allele 12 when the waves are combined) has a frequency of 24.7% in this sample. When a large proportion of families have ungenotyped parents, as is the case here, the results of a linkage analysis necessarily will depend on the estimates of the allele frequencies. Accordingly, when genotypes are produced in different waves, by different laboratories, or by use of different technologies, it is critically important to assure that the alleles align correctly. NOTE.-Shown are the allele frequencies for D15S128 in the EA and AA families. The original recoding of this STRP resulted in 15 alleles. Alleles 1-13 are the only alleles present in the EA sample. Accordingly, we renumbered the alleles of the genotypes in the AA families, as indicated. In the linkage analysis of the combined sample, the allele frequencies sum to 200%, resulting in the correct computation of conditional probabilities of the genotypes of missing parents.
Appendix A
Figure A1
Illustration of the counting of sib pairs. Because there is no optimal method for counting independent affected half sib pairs when there are full and half sibs in the same family, all possible half sib pairs (AHAPs) have been counted in these cases. Consider, for instance, the two families shown here. Pedigree A is counted as two statistically independent AFSPs and three AHAPs. Pedigree B is counted as two AFSPs and four AHAPs. 
